
schematic of the organization of the
Company of St. René Goupil

founded March 1998 - an apostolate of the annual

Pilgrimage for Restoration
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1   Ex officio it is the First-Chaplain of the Pilgrimage who heads or/and comprises the Sacred Chaplaincy.
2   The Executive Director, on behalf of the NCCL apostolate, founded the pilgrimage.  Together with Robert W. Murray (RIP) & Robert Lamanque, he is a co-

founder of the CSRG.
3  In the administration of the pilgrimage by the sacred Chaplaincy and the NCCL apostolate there are no civic legal ties between them, nor canonical. The sacred 

Clergy are and remain sovereign with regard to their respective ecclesial authority, and the bonds of charity prevail.  The agreements between NCCL and the 
Clergy of the Chaplaincy are at once ad hoc, pro bono, et ad edificationem ecclesiam, with every due respect paid to the Clergy according to their sacred state as 
fathers and office as curates.  The Chaplain can & does communicate with and/or direct any member of the organization at any level when & as he sees fit for 
the salvation of souls.

4 The Assistant to the Sacred Chaplaincy is the Director’s liaison to the Chaplaincy.  He also assists the Chaplain when called upon to communicate with the 
Priest-Chaplains in planning & in the field, and may also facilitate communication for them in the field with the Chief of Brigadiers and the Director of the 
Modified Division.  The purpose is to allow the Clergy to concentrate on spiritual responsibilities.

5   Ex officio, this is the Executive Director of NCCL.
6 The Spiritual Father & Chaplain of the CSRG is is also a Chaplain at large who is assigned by the First-Chaplain and ratified by the Director for the CSRG.  As a

Cleric, he is at once above the Company in authority, and insofar is its head – not, therefore, a member.  The apostolate’s membership is open to laity only. 
7 In this Department of the CSRG there are three teams: Mass Set-up, Temporal Care of Priests, and At-Large – or coordination of all parties who contribute to 

the preparation for the sacred rites (Mass & confession).  Those parties include, Priest-celebrants, choirs, altar servers, Mass Set-up Team, and by extension 
brigades.

8   Called the Company ‘X.O.’  He is the executive officer of the Director of the Pilgrimage for logistics in the CSRG.
9 The Logistics Department's  nine teams are not shown here in particular order.  In order of chronological formation, and thus seniority, the teams were formed 

as follows: Routes, Communications, First-Aid, Water-Distribution, Transportation, Camps, Port-a-Pots, Safety, Food-Prep.
10  Also known as “R.O.s”
11  From the French meaning, in historical & present context, one who gives (donates) of himself freely.
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